Recent work in style transfer learns a feed-forward generative network to approximate the prior optimizationbased approaches, resulting in real-time performance. However, these methods require training separate networks for different target styles which greatly limits the scalability. We introduce a Multi-style Generative Network (MSGNet) with a novel Inspiration Layer, which retains the functionality of optimization-based approaches and has the fast speed of feed-forward networks. The proposed Inspiration Layer explicitly matches the feature statistics with the target styles at run time, which dramatically improves versatility of existing generative network, so that multiple styles can be realized within one network. The proposed MSG-Net matches image styles at multiple scales and puts the computational burden into the training. The learned generator is a compact feed-forward network that runs in real-time after training. Comparing to previous work, the proposed network can achieve fast style transfer with at least comparable quality using a single network. The experimental results have covered (but are not limited to) simultaneous training of twenty different styles in a single network. The complete software system and pre-trained models will be publicly available upon publication 1 .
Introduction
Style transfer can be approached as reconstructing or synthesizing texture based on the target image semantic content [24] . Many pioneering works have achieved success in classic texture synthesis starting with methods that resample pixels [8, 9, 23, 36] or match multiscale feature statistics [7, 16, 29] . These methods employ traditional image pyramids obtained by handcrafted multiscale linear filter banks [1, 32] and perform texture synthesis by matching the feature statistics to the target style at multiple scales. 1 https://github.com/zhanghang1989/MSG-Net Figure 1 : The problem of multi-style transfer in real-time using a single network is solved in this paper. Examples of transfered images and the corresponding styles.
In recent years, the concepts of texture synthesis and style transfer have been revisited within the context of deep learning. Feature histograms at pyramid levels in traditional methods are replaced with Gram Matrix representation from convolutional neural nets (CNN). Gatys et al. [11, 12] first adopts a pre-trained CNN as a descriptive representation of image statistics and provides an explicit representation that separates image style and content information. This framework has achieved great success in both texture synthesis and style transfer. This method is optimization-based because the new texture image is generated by applying gradient descent that manipulates a white noise image to match the Gram Matrix representation of the target image. Optimization-based approaches have no scalability problem but require expensive computation to generate images using gradient descent.
Recent work [21, 34] train a feed-forward generative network to approximate the optimization process that transforms the image into a target style in real-time by mov- Figure 2 : An overview of MSG-Net, Multi-style Generative Network. The transformation network as part of the generator explicitly matches the features statistics captured by a descriptive network of the style targets using the proposed Inspiration Layer denoted as Ins (introduced in Section 3). Detailed architecture of the transformation network is shown in Table 1 . A pre-trained loss network provides the supervision of MSG-Net learning by minimizing the content and style differences with the targets as discussed in Section 4.2.
ing the computational burden into training process. However, these approaches require training separate networks for each different style, which extremely limits the scalability. Chen et al. [3] adopt a hybrid solution by separating mid-level convolutional filters individually for each style like a hard switch, and share the down-sampling and upsampling parts across different styles. Nevertheless, the size of the network is still proportional to the number of styles, which will be problematic for hundreds of styles.
What limits the diversity of styles in existing generative network? Existing work learns a generative network taking an input image x c and providing the transferred output G(x c ), in which the feature statistics of the style image are implicitly learned from the loss function without informing the network about the style target x s [21, 25, 34] . For existing approaches, there is a fundamental difficulty in deriving a representation that simultaneously preserves the semantic content of input image x c and matches the style of the target image x s (see extended discussion in Section 4.3). In order to build a multi-style generative network G(x c , x s ), where x s can be chosen from a diverse set of styles, the generator network should explicitly match the feature statistics of the style target images at run time.
As the first contribution of the paper, we introduce an Inspiration Layer which matches the feature statistics (Gram Matrix) of the target and preserves the input semantic contents at run time. The Inspiration Layer is end-to-end learnable with existing generative network architectures and puts the computational burden into the training process to achieve real-time style matching. The proposed Inspiration Layer enables multi-style generation from a single network which dramatically improves the versatility of existing generative network architectures.
The second contribution of this paper is learning a novel feed-forward generative network for real-time multistyle matching, which we refer to as Multi-style Generative Network (MSG-Net). The Inspiraton Layer is a component of MSG-Net. This proposed network explicitly matches the feature statistics at multiple scales in order to retain the performance of optimization-based methods and achieve the speed of feed-forward networks. The network design benefits from recent advances in CNN architecture called residual block [14] , which reduces computational complexity without losing style versatility by preserving larger number of channels. We further design an upsampling residual block to allow passing identity all the way through the generative network, enabling the network to extend deeper and converge faster. The experimental results show that MSGNet can achieve real-time style transfer with comparable image fidelity compared to previous work.
The paper is organized as follows. We briefly describe the prior work on content and style representation using a CNN framework in Section 2. We introduce our proposed Inspiration Layer in Section 3 and our novel generative architecture Multi-style Generative Network in Section 4. The comparison to other approaches is discussed in Section 4.3. Finally, the experimental results and comparisons are presented in Section 5.
Content and Style Representation
CNNs pre-trained on a very large dataset such as ImageNet can be regarded as descriptive representations of image statistics containing both semantic content and style information. Gatys et al. [12] provides explicit representations that independently model the image content and style from CNNs, which we briefly describe in this section for completeness.
The semantic content of the image can be represented as the activations of the descriptive network at i-th scale
Ci×Hi×Wi with a given the input image x, where the C i , H i and W i are the number of feature map channels, feature map height and width. The texture or style of the image can be represented as the distribution of the features using Gram Matrix G(
The Gram Matrix is orderless and describes the feature distributions. For zero-centered data, the Gram Matrix is the same as the covariance matrix scaled by the number of el-
It can be calculated efficiently by first reshaping the feature map Φ F i (x) ∈ R Ci×(HiWi) , where Φ() is a reshaping operation. Then the Gram Matrix can be written as
Inspiration Layer
In this section, we introduce Inspiration Layer, which explicitly matches multi-scale feature statistics based on the given styles. For a given content target x c and a style target x s , the content and style representations at the i-th scale using the descriptive network can be written as F i (x c ) and
, respectively. A direct solutionŶ i is desirable which preserves the semantic content of input image and matches the target style feature statistics:
where α is a trade-off parameter that balancing the contribution of the content and style targets.
The minimization of the above problem is solvable by using an iterative approach, but it is infeasible to achieve it in real-time or make the model differentiable. However, we can still approximate the solution and put the computational burden to the training stage. We introduce an approximation which tunes the feature map based on the target style:
where W ∈ R Ci×Ci is a learnable weight matrix and Φ() is a reshaping operation to match the dimension, so that
T , then the second term of Equation 2 is minimized. We let W be learned directly from the loss function to dynamically balance the trade-off.
End-to-end Learning The Inspiration Layer is differentiable with respect to both layer input and the layer weights. Therefore, the Inspiration Layer can be learned by standard Stochastic Gradient Decent (SGD) solver. We provide explicit expression for the derived backpropagation equations in the supplementary material. 4. Multi-style Generative Network
Network Architecture
Existing feed-forward based style transfer work learns a generator network that takes only the content image as the input and outputs the transferred image, i.e. the generator network can be expressed as G(x c ), which implicitly learns the feature statistics from the loss function. We introduce a Multi-style Generative Network which takes both content and style target as inputs. i.e. G(x c , x s ). The proposed network explicitly matches the feature statistics of the style targets at multiple scales.
As part of the Generator Network, we adopt a 16-layer pre-trained VGG network [33] as a descriptive network F which captures the feature statistics of the style image x s at different scales, and outputs the Gram Matrices {G(F i (x s ))}(i = 1, ...K) where K is total number of scales. Then a transformation network takes the content image x c and matches the feature statistics of the style image at multiple scales with Inspiration Layers. We adopt the VGG network that is pre-trained on ImageNet [31] as the descriptive network, because the network features learned from a diverse set of images are likely to be generic and informative. Figure 3 illustrates the impact of multi-scale representation by comparing the reconstruction result from the feature statistics at individual scales with the result of combining multiple scales. We use a pre-trained 16-layer VGG as a descriptive network and use Gatys' approach to invert the representation [11] . This experiment suggests that feature statistics at individual scales are not informative enough to reconstruct textures or styles. Multiscale feature statistics provide a comprehensive representation of the textures and styles. Therefore, we introduce a multi-scale Inspiration architecture to match the feature statistics at four different scales as shown in Figure 2 . Up-sample Residual Block. Deep residual learning has achieved great success in visual recognition [14, 15] . Residual block architecture plays an important role by reducing the computational complexity without losing diversity by preserving the large number of feature map channels. We extend the original architecture with an up-sampling version as shown in Figure 4 (right), which has a fractionallystrided convolution [27] as the shortcut and adopts reflectance padding to avoid artifacts of the generative process. This up-sampling residual architecture allows us to pass identity all the way through the network (as shown in Table 1 ), so that the network converges faster and extends deeper.
Multi-scale Processing
Other Details.
We only use in-network down-sample (convolutional) and up-sample (fractionally-strided convolution) in the transformation network as in previous work [21, 30] . We use reflectance padding to avoid artifacts at the border. Instance normalization [35] and ReLU are used after weight layers (convolution, fractionally-strided convolution and the Inspiration Layer), which improves the generated image quality and is robust to the image contrast changes.
Network Learning
Style transfer is an open problem, since there is no goldstandard ground-truth to follow. We follow previous work to minimize a weighted combination of the style and content differences of the generator network outputs and the targets for a given pre-trained loss network F [21, 34] . Let the generator network be denoted by G(x c , x s ) parameterized by weights W G . Learning proceeds by sampling content images x c ∼ X c and style images x s ∼ X s and then adjusting the parameters W G of the generator G(x c , x s ) in order to minimize the loss:
where λ c and λ s are the balancing weights for content and style losses. We consider image content at scale c and image style at scales i ∈ {1, ..K}. T V () is the total variation regularization as used prior work for encouraging the smoothness of the generated images [21, 28, 38] .
Relation to Other Methods
Relation to Pyramid Matching. Early methods for texture synthesis were developed using multi-scale image pyramids [7, 16, 29, 36] . The discovery in these earlier methods was that realistic texture images could be synthesized from manipulating a white noise image so that its feature statistics were matched with the target at each pyramid level. Our approach is inspired by classic methods, which matches feature statistics at multiple image scales, but it leverages the advantages of deep learning networks while placing the computational costs into the training process.
Relation to Fusion Layers.
Our proposed Inspiration Layer is a kind of fusion layer that takes two inputs (content and style representations). Current work in fusion layers with CNNs include feature map concatenation and element-wise sum [10, 19, 37] . However, these approaches are not directly applicable, since there is no separation of style style from content. For style transfer, the generated images should not carry semantic information of the style target nor styles of the content image. In addition, input representation size must match in prior fusion methods; but Table 2 : Compared to existing methods, MSG-Net has the benefit of real-time style-transfer of feed-forward based approaches as well as the scalability of classic approaches.
for style transfer, the content representation has the dimension of C i × H i × W i and the orderless style representation (Gram Matrix) has the dimension of C i × C i .
Relation to Generative Networks and Adversarial
Training. Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [13] , which jointly trains an adversarial generator and discriminator simultaneously, has catalyzed a surge of interest in the study of image generation [2, 18, 19, 30, 37] . Recent work on image-to-image GAN [19] adopts a conditional GAN to provide a general solution for some image-to-image generation problems. For those problems, it was previously hard to define a loss function. However, the style transfer problem cannot be tackled using the conditional GAN framework, due to missing ground-truth image pairs. Instead, we follow the work [21, 34] to adopt a discriminator / loss network that minimizes the perceptual difference of synthesized images with content and style targets and provides the supervision of the generative network learning. The initial idea of employing Gram Matrix to trigger the styles synthesis is inspired by a recent work [2] that suggests using an encoder instead of random vector in GAN framework.
Concurrent with our work. Concurrent work [4, 17] explores arbitrary style transfer. A style swap layer is proposed in [4] , but gets lower quality and slower speed (compared to existing feed-forward approaches). An adaptive instance normalization is introduced in [17] to match the mean and variance of the feature maps with the style target. Instead, our Inspiration Layer matches the second order statistics of Gram Matrices for the feature maps at multiple scales. We also explore applying our method to new styles (not seen during training) in Figure 8 .
Experimental Results
In this section, we make qualitative comparison of the proposed MSG-Net with existing approaches for style transfer task. We consider the gold-standard optimization based work of Gatys et al. [12] and the state-of-the-art feedforward approach of Johnson et al. [21] with Instance Normalization [35] . Additionally, we show MSG-Net can be applied to texture synthesis task. 
Style Transfer
Baselines.
We adopt a publicly available implementation [20] of Gatys et al. [12] as a golden standard baseline of optimization based approaches. Given the content image x c , style image x s and a pre-trained 16-layer VGG [33] as a descriptive network F. Considering the content reconstruction at c-th scale and the style reconstruction at scales i ∈ {1, ...K}, an imageŷ is initialized with while noise and updated by iteratively minimizing the objective function:
The optimization is performed using L-BFGS solver for 500 iterations. The method is slow due to forwarding and backwarding the image y at each iteration. We also compare our approach with an improved version of recent feed-forward work [21] using instance normalization [35] as the state-of-the-art approach, where we train each feed-forward network individually for different style images using the loss function same as Equation 4.
Method Details.
16-layer VGG network [33] are used in the descriptive network as part of the MSG-Net and the loss network in Equation 4 . For both networks, we consider the style representation at 4 different scales using the layers ReLU1 2, ReLU2 2, ReLU3 3 and ReLU4 3. For loss network, we consider the content representation at the layer ReLU2 2. The Microsoft COCO dataset [26] is used as the content image image set X c , which has around 80,000 natural images. We collect 20 style images, choosing those that are typically used in previous work. 42-layer MSG-Net is used in this experiment (k = 2 as shown in Table 1 ). We follow the work [21, 34] and adopt Adam [22] to train the network with a learning rate of 1 × 10 −3 . For learning the network, we use the loss function as described in Equation 4 with the balancing weights λ c = 1, λ s = 5, λ T V = 1 × 10 −6 for content, style and total regularization. We resize the content images x c ∼ X c to 256 × 256 and learn the network with a batch size of 4 for 4,000×N style iterations. We iteratively update the style image x s every 20 iterations 2 with size of 512×512 3 . After training, the MSGNet can accept arbitrary input image size, and we resize the input images to 512 along the long edge before fed into the network during the test in this experiment. Our implementation is based on Torch [6] , which takes roughly 8 hours for training 20-style MSG-Net model on a single Titan X Pascal GPU, which is 10 times faster than Johnson's approach for the same number of styles because the joint optimization across different styles benefits from each other.
Qualitative Comparison
We keep the same hyper parameters for MSG-Net and baselines, such as balancing weights. For optimization based Gatys' approach [12] , we stop the optimization after 500 iterations that is typically more than enough. The feed-forward baseline model using Johnson's approach [21] is learned for 40,000 iterations for each style model as same as in the original paper. We Figure 6 : Diverse of images that are generated using a single MSG-Net. First row shows the input content images and the other rows are generated images with different style targets (first column). train the proposed 20-style MSG-Net for 80,000 iterations (4,000×N style ). A standard histogram matching is added as a post-processing to all the approaches, which adds a slight improvement of the perceived color. Figure 5 shows the comparison of three approaches using popular pictures of Lena and Atlanta city with two popular styles. We can see that the optimization based approach is more colorful and has sharper textures than feed-forward approaches (Johnson's and MSG-Net), such as the buildings and the roads in the pictures of Atlanta (bottom row). Feed-forward approaches have the advantages of preserving semantic consistencies, such as human face and hairs in the picture of Lena (top row), because the models are trained on MS-COCO dataset which contains a lot of context information of real-word images. More examples of the transfered images using MSG-Net are shown in Figure 6 . In general, our proposed MSG-Net dramatically improve the scalability of the network for style transfer and has at least comparable quality comparing to existing work.
Texture Synthesis
The texture synthesis can be regarded as a special case of style transfer, in which the content image is not involved and the goal is to reconstruct the textures. In this section, we explore how our approach can be applied on texture synthesis task. 10 textures are selected from Describable Texture Dataset (DTD) [5] as the targets. We adopt the same network and training strategy as in style transfer task. We follow previous work [25, 34] and feed the MSG-Net with random noise to trigger the texture synthesis. Li et al. [25] suggests that using Brown noise that containing spectrum of frequencies produces the textures with better quality than using white noise. We further discover that triggering the network using a structured noise that containing both different frequencies and various intensities results in textures with even better quality. Examples of texture synthesis are shown in Figure 7 and the right column of Figure 6 
Conclusion and Discussion
The problem of multi-style transfer in real-time using a single network has been addressed in this paper. We tackle the technical difficulties of existing approaches by introducing a novel Inspiration Layer, which explicitly matches the target styles at run time. We have demonstrated that the Inspiration Layer embedded in our proposed Multi-style Generative Network enables 20 styles transfer without losing quality. The proposed MSG-Net puts the computational burden of matching feature statistics in the training process, which enables real-time transfer. It runs at 17.8 frame/sec for the input image of size 256×256 on a single Titan X Pascal GPU.
However, dealing with unknown style is still an unsolved problem for feed-forward approaches. The strategy of putting burden into training limits the performance on unknown style images as shown in Figure 8 . This can be potentially solved by large varieties of training styles and better style representation model, so that the interpolation between different styles can be learned by the generator network.
